
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a claims coordinator. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for claims coordinator

Function as a critical liaison to CAG, RCCA and CAG Mumbai claims
personnel to increase the connectivity between FINEX and these claim units
Take a leadership role in the cross training of FINEX, CAG, RCCA and
Mumbai claims personnel
Position FINEX to effectively leverage existing resources in CAG, RCCA and
CAG Mumbai to handle MM claims and L&C claim reporting
Triage claims and develop protocols to ensure that claims are seamlessly
transitioned to the appropriate claim unit and in certain situations, flagged
for escalation treatment
Increase the efficiency of the FINEX claims operation by managing the
transition of the L&C claim reporting function from the Claim Advocates
themselves to Mumbai
Coordinate the blending of the Mumbai FINEX and CAG Mumbai claim
operations to increase overall efficiency and provide FINEX with deeper
access to claim personnel in Mumbai CAG
Train FINEX claims personnel on the CAG claims system
Evaluate application of EPIC to FINEX claims operation, lead any related
training and perform EPIC data input
Types general correspondences, memos, charts, tables, graphs, business
plans, Proofreads copy for spelling, grammar, and layout, making appropriate
changes
Ensure customer provides adequate information to process claims
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Cost containment skills
Ability to interface with various internal departments and external partners
and vendors
Ability to identify opportunities and trends, and recommend viable solutions
& ideas to reduce/contain claim costs
Experience and proficiency with Excel, Word, Powerpoint and various claims
management systems, including carrier systems
2+ years of Liability claims management
Occasional travel to field locations, accident sites and claims offices
(estimated less than 3 times/year)


